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SWI Manual

Solid Wall Insulation- An Introduction

This manual outlines the initial 
investigations into improving the energy 
efficiency of solid wall properties carried 
out by Giroscope in 2012.

Concentrating on internal and external 
solid wall insulation (SWI) methods the 
manual evaluates the strengths and 
weaknesses of each system to determine 
the feasibility of installing SWI into every 
Giroscope property in the future.

Aided by LEAF funding, Giroscope’s 
research into SWI gives a clearer 
understanding of the materials, installation 
process and costs of SWI. This informative 
manual is for all interested parties wishing 
to improve the energy efficiency of the 
existing housing stock in Hull whether this 
be the long term derelict properties or an 
existing family home.



Giroscope Limited

Giroscope is a registered housing charity 
based on Arthur Street, Hull. Since 1985 
Giroscope have provided employment, 
training and accommodation to vulnerable 
members of the community. Working 
as a community-based organisation 
predominantly in the West Hull area 
Giroscope are committed to improving 
the local Newington St Andrews (NASA) 
neighbourhood. 

Primarily Giroscope buy and renovate 
derelict Victorian and Edwardian properties, 
bringing much needed housing resources 
back into use. Once redeveloped these 
homes are rented out to those in housing 
need.

Giroscope is committed to improving 
the energy efficiency of these properties 
to benefit both the tenant and the wider 
environment and have recently trialled 
various solid wall insulation methods and 
solar technologies as part of their research.

Introduction to Giroscope Limited



Background Information

Housing within the Community

The Newington and St Andrews wards- 
collectively known as NASA- are listed 
as being within the top 20% of the most 
deprived LSOA’s in England. (Source: 
Office for National Statistics, 2010)

Located within the inner city area of Hull, 
NASA is a distinctly urban area, populated 
by dense Victorian and Edwardian terraced 
housing. This particular housing typology 
is typically arranged within confined courts 
or along narrow streets which reduces the 
opportunity for passive solar gain and 
natural cross ventilation. As a result these 
solid wall properties are often blighted 
with problems of damp, black mould and 
condensation. 

With little to no insulation, the Victorian 
terrace has poor energy efficiency 
resulting in a cold and draughty property 
that requires greater fuel consumption to 
heat the internal spaces. 

Giroscope began looking into Solid Wall 
Insulation as a means of improving this 
otherwise quality housing type.

Housing Market Renewal

The area has been the subject of much 
debate regarding urban regeneration in 
the city and has suffered the effects of 
many failed regeneration attempts over 
the last twenty years.

In 2010 the Government housing renewal 
scheme, Pathfinder collapsed in our local 
neighbourhood casting uncertainty over 
the future of large areas of housing and 
various selected properties once marked 
for demolition. As a consequence of the 
Pathfinder scheme and its subsequent 
collapse, many streets within the NASA 
boundary are peppered with derelict 
properties resulting in a scattered 
population and diluted community spirit. 
This, combined with the high numbers of 
privately owned long term derelict housing 
has further intensified the struggle to 
rebuild a sense of community in NASA.



Why consider Solid Wall Insulation?

Why consider Solid Wall Insulation?

‘‘In 2009, 38% (8.8m) of all dwellings in 
England were built before 1945.’’ (Source: 
English Housing Survey 2010) It is more 
than likely that the vast majority of these 
dwellings will be a solid wall construction.

Accounting for over a 1/3rd of the housing 
stock within England, any energy efficiency 
improvements made to these solid wall 
properties would greatly reduce housing 
CO2 emissions and heat loss  statistics as 
well as providing immediate benefits to 
the occupier.

Solid Wall Insulation (SWI):

- In light of rising fuel costs and published 
heat loss statistics stating that ‘‘46% of heat 
escapes through the walls of solid-wall 
properties’’ (Energy Saving Trust website), 
Giroscope have realised there is an urgent 

need to increase the energy efficiency of 
the property they own to mitigate fuel 
poverty in NASA.

- Initial investigations into solid wall 
insulation as a means of improving the 
energy efficiency of a terraced house 
proved successful at 6 Zetland Street. 

Giroscope believe it is a viable and 
relatively simple means of minimising heat 
loss through solid walls thus reducing 
the tenant’s reliance on a central heating 
system to maintain a livable internal room 
temperature.

-It is in Giroscope’s interest to minimise 
heat loss within our properties to provide 
more comfortable accommodation for 
the tenants. Reducing heat loss will, in 
turn,  reduce fuel consumption, eventually 
resulting in lower home energy fuel bills 
for the tenants. 



Why consider Solid Wall Insulation?

Benefits of Solid Wall Insulation:

-It is estimated that ‘‘Internal Solid Wall 
Insulation can save up to £445 annually on 
fuel bills as well as reducing CO2 emissions 
by 1.8 tonnes’’ 
(Source: Energy Savings Trust) The annual 
savings is increased with External Solid 
Wall Insulation. 

- Solid wall insulation can improve the 
U value of the traditional brick wall from 
2.1W/m²K to below the 0.3 W/m2K set out 
in the current Building Regulations.

- Solid Wall Insulation can prevent the 
development of black mould, condensation 
and damp in a property. This is most 
effective when behavioural changes are 
implemented to ensure spaces are kept 
well ventilated. 

- Solid Wall Insulation can be fitted 
internally or externally. This flexibility can 
reduce the invasive nature of the process, 
particularly in occupied properties. 

Image: Black mould, peeling 
wallpaper and damaged plasterwork 
all found during the renovation of a 
Victorian terrace off Wellsted Street.

Source: Giroscope Limited, taken 

January 2012.



There are two types of Solid Wall insulation- 
Internal and External.

Internal Solid wall insulation (SWI):

Internal SWI involves fixing rigid insulation 
boards to the internal face of walls and 
covering with plasterboard or alternatively, 
constructing a stud wall against the inside 
wall and filling with ‘soft’ insulation such as 
Sheeps wool.  

- The cost of Internal insulation is lower 
than externally insulating a property but 
can be a more invasive process.

- Internal insulation will slightly reduce the 
overall room size but can be installed on a 
room to room basis. If existing rooms are 
small, it is worth considering external SWI 
which does not affect the internal spaces.

- Rigid insulation boards come in a variety 
of thicknesses and as discussed later 
can come pre-bonded to plasterboard 
improving the ease of application.

Types of Solid Wall Insulation

External Solid wall insulation (SWI):

External SWI involves applying rigid 
insulation and multiple coats of render and 
a proprietary system to the exterior of the 
property. External SWI can be finished in 
brick slips, cladding tiles or painted render 
and will therefore change the appearance 
of the property.

- External insulation requires the use of 
a scaffold but minimises the intrusion to 
the property, particularly if the property is 
occupied. 

- Although more expensive than internal 
insulation, external SWI does not disturb 
the building’s interior finish meaning the 
additional cost of redecorating is removed.

- External insulation is suitable for 
gable walls where the internal space is 
compromised by a staircase or narrow 
hallway. It can also be used to improve 
the aesthetic quality of  existing render or 
brickwork.



Preliminary SWI Installation

External Solid Wall Insulation

Giroscope trialed externally insulating a 
property to first floor level on the gable 
wall.  The end terrace had already been 
rendered to conceal the original brickwork. 

Internally insulating this gable end would 
have proven problematic as a consequence 

of the narrow hallway and staircase.

Seen above, the rigid insulation panels are 
fixed within an aluminium frame prior to 

being coated in render.

Internal Solid Wall Insulation
Batten and Board System

Preliminary research suggested that in 
areas prone to black mould and damp 
rigid insulation should not be fixed directly 
to bare brick. Instead the insulation panels 

are to be fixed onto timber battens.

Giroscope trialed this method of installing 
SWI in two properties that were undergoing 
a full renovation. The use of timber battens 
creates an air gap between the wall and 

insulation panel.

Internal Solid Wall Insulation
Dot and Dab System

As part of the tenant consultation process, 
Giroscope analysed the feasibility of 
retrofitting SWI into eight currently 

occupied suitable homes. 

Giroscope trialed retrofit SWI in three of 
these properties. As the rigid insulation was 
not being fitted to bare brick, Giroscope 
concluded that rigid insulation panels pre-
bonded to plasterboard should be applied 

using the ‘dot and dab’ method.



Preliminary SWI Installation

External Solid Wall Insulation

Batten + Board System

Sempatap Thermal Dot + Dab System

1:10 Scale Model House shows appropriate 
locations for a variety of insulation systems.

The 1:10 model is accompanied by a flip 
book providing a brief explanation of each 
system.



External Solid Wall Insulation



External Solid Wall Insulation

Image: External Insulation System 
Rigid insulation boards are fixed 
directly to the brick wall supported 

within the aluminium channel.

Source: Ray Sayers Insulation & 

Preservation, 2010

External Solid Wall Insulation

Giroscope trialed installing solid wall 
insulation externally on an end terrace 
gable. Externally insulating a solid wall 
requires a higher level of expertise 
than the internal system. It is normally 
recommended that a specialist firm or 
tradesperson is hired to carry out the 
external insulation and rendering works.

There are various external SWI systems 
available to buy. Giroscope investigated 
the following systems:

- Knauf Thermoshell 
- Alumasc Swisstherm + Cork
- Kingspan Kooltherm K5
- Celotex SW3000 + Polymer render
 
Giroscope used Celotex SW3000 (external 
rigid insulation) combined with a Wetherby 
Stone polymer render system. 

Total cost of system used: £32.50 per m2 

inc. VAT. (Celotex accounts for £12 per m2)



External Solid Wall Insulation

Celotex Insulation + Polymer Render

Benefits of externally insulating a property:

- SWI system will meet/exceed current 
U-value standards requiring 0.30 W/m2K.

- Does not cause invasion with an occupied 
property.

- Does not compromise internal room size/ 
stair access along interior face of wall.

- Can improve the aesthetic quality of the 
building’s exterior.

- Save upto £475 annually on home fuel 
bills (Energy Saving Trust).

Drawbacks of external insulation:

- More complex application proceedure 
than internal SWI, requiring a level of skill, 
scaffolding and rendering ability.

-More expensive than Internal SWI 
(not accounting for additional interior 
redecoration costs)

- Will disguise traditional brick/stone 
finishes so not suitable for historic/listed 
buildings.

1 2

1: Woodcock Street end-terrace with secure 
side passage prior to external SWI.

2: External solid wall insulation at ground 
floor level. Aluminium track awaiting coat 

of paint to blend in with render finish. 



 Application Process- External
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Before works commence, the external 
wall should be temporarily cleared of 
downpipes and other petruding elements.

Erect temporary scaffolding and fix 
aluminium edging track using screws and 
plugs. The aluminium track will support 

the rigid insulation boards.

Once complete the edging track can be 
painted to match the top coat colour.

 Application Process- External

1
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Fix 50mm Celotex SW3000 rigid insulation 
to the exposed brickwork using plastic 
insulation plugs.(approx. 5 plugs per panel)

External rigid insulation comes in smaller 
panel sizes (1200x600mm) compared 
to the internal equivelent for ease of 

installation. 

The Celotex panels should be installed 
with the perforated facer facing outwards. 

To ease installation, pre drill holes into 
the existing wall prior to fixing the rigid 

insulation boards.

Fixings should be set between 50-150mm 
from the corners of the rigid insulation 
with one fixing in the centre of the panel.

Stagger the joints of the rigid panels along 
the wall working from the edges of the 

aluminium track inwards.

Apply 3mm K> rend render to the insulation. 
The trialled render system was supplied by 

Wetherby Stone. 

It compromised a silicone based render- 
K> rend, an alkali resistant mesh, a primer 
and a top coat. The natural water repellant 
properties of the silicone base coats resist 

water ingress.

The base render should be applied in a 
skimming motion as seen above.

Whilst the K> rend is still viscous embed 
a fibre glass mesh about 1mm into the 
render and allow at least 12 hours to dry. 

The mesh acts as a binding system for 
the additional render coats. Its fibreglass 
composition allows for a degree of 

movement and flexibility.

Once dry, apply a second coat of K> rend 
onto the mesh covered base coat ensuring 

that this is applied to a smooth finish.

Once the K> rend has dried apply Jub 
Professional Universal Primer and smooth 
to an almost smooth, even finish. The 
primer must be left to set prior to applying 

the final topcoat.

Giroscope applied Jub Professional Acylat 
top coat in white. This is a thin coat polymer 
render system. Alternatives include acrylic, 

lime and cement render systems.

Neaten all edges within aluminium track.



Technical Summary- External SWI

Technical Information: External

Opposite is a technical summary of the 
SW3000 external insulation product 
maunufactured by Celotex. 

Further information can be found at : 
http://www.celotex.co.uk/products/
celotex-products/celotex-sw3000  and
http://www.jub.si/jub_katalog/media/tds.
eng.acrylic.smooth.render.pdf

Additional tools/products required to carry 
out the process are:

- Celotex SW3000
- K> rend render
- Fibre glass mesh
- Jub Professional Primer
- Jub Professional Acylate Top coat
- Aluminium Track
- Plastic Insulation Plugs
- Plastering Trowel 
- Saw
- Mixing Buckets + Tools
-Cleaning Cloth
-Paintbrushes

Technical Properties

Phenolic Method: SW3000

Compressive strength - BS EN 826 ≥150kPa

Dimensional stability - BS EN 1604 DS(TH)8

Water vapour resistance - BS EN 12086: B >20 MNs/g

Thermal conductivity - BS EN 12667 : 

0.027W/mK <80mm & 0.026 W/mK 80mm - 100mm

Image: Jub Acrylate render topcoat
 [Source: www.jub.si]




